A SEWING MACHINE IS ONLY
AS GOOD AS THE NEEDLE IN IT!
The Organ Needle Company works closely with all of Japan’s sewing machine builders to
design and manufacture needles for optimal performance. A machine builder cannot afford
to buy an inferior needle at any price!
Next time you order replacement needles for your best machines, order the needles your
machine builder uses. When you buy ORGAN needles for their outstanding performance
you get their low price as a bonus.
Would any machine builder jeopardize his reputation by supplying an inferior needle with
his machine? How much could he save, $.10 or $.20 per needle, $1.00 or $2.00 per machine?
The price of a needle is not a factor to him -- PERFORMANCE is the factor! Price is an added
benefit, a bonus you automatically get with every box of ORGAN needles.
ORGAN needles are supplied with every new machine from:

BROTHER, JUKI, MITSUBISHI, YAMATO, KANSAI, PEGASUS, CONSEW,
TAJIMA, BARUDAN, NAKAJIMA, KINGLINE, NEWLONG, TOYOTA,
RENOWN and many, many more...
After you’ve used-up the free needles packed with your new machine, which performed
flawlessly, why change to a more expensive needle? What can you gain? How could any
needle at any price be better than those made to the machine builders specifications?
How could a copy, even a more expensive copy, be better than O.E.M. specs?
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Guarantee

We guarantee your satisfaction when you purchase a box of ORGAN needles
from us or one of our authorized dealers.

We guarantee both the performance and the quality of our ORGAN needles.
If after using 99 ORGAN needles you are not completely satisfied that our
ORGAN needles perform as well as any other brand, at any price,
just return 1 needle for a full refund!

Everyone should guarantee their quality. We’re so confident you’ll like
our ORGAN needles that we guarantee their quality, their performance,
your satisfaction and our prompt delivery!

COMPARISON TABLE OF EQUIVALENT SIZES
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